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The influence of the uncertainties of the equation of state empirical parameters on the neutron
stars crust-core phase transition is explored within a meta-modeling approach, in which the energy
per particle is expanded as a Taylor series in density and asymmetry around the saturation point.
The phase transition point is estimated from the intersection of the spinodal instability region
for dynamical fluctuations with the chemical equilibrium curve. Special attention is paid to the
inclusion of high-order parameters of the Taylor series and their influence on the transition point.
An uncorrelated prior distribution is considered for the empirical parameters, with bulk properties
constrained through effective field theory predictions, while the surface parameters are controlled
from a fit of nuclear masses using the extended Thomas Fermi approximation. The results show
that the isovector compressibility Ksym and skewness Qsym have the most significant correlations
with the transition point, along with the previously observed influence of the Lsym parameter. The
estimated density and pressure of the crust-core transition are nt = (0.071 ± 0.011) fm
−3 and
Pt = (0.294 ± 0.102) MeV fm
−3.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of nuclear matter under different conditions
has been an inexhaustible source of both experimental
and theoretical research for a long time. The properties
of such matter change profoundly with the increase of
density n0 and/or temperature T , and a complex phase
diagram is predicted, see for a recent review Ref. [24].
For the case of T = 0, most of the nuclear matter fea-
tures are known through the study of nuclei that span the
valley of stability, having densities below and around sat-
uration nsat ∼ 0.16 fm
−3. Additionally, the observable
neutron stars (NSs) are a very rich source of information
over a higher range of nuclear densities. While there is
no consensus yet on whether the NS core contains hadron
matter only or there are exotic particles coming into play
[24], there is a general agreement that the nuclear matter
goes through a continuous phase transition from the ho-
mogeneous liquid core phase to the inhomogeneous solid
NS crust layer of densities close to nsat, at around 1 km
from the NS surface.
The precise density at which this happens changes the
NS properties, such as for instance the NS radius, ex-
pected to be measured up to 5% precision via the Neutron
star Interior Composition Explorer (NICER) [2, 17, 34],
and the crustal fraction of the moment of inertia, which
is believed to be linked to the observed pulsar glitches
[15, 20, 31].
The search for the transition point can be described
in a simplified way if we assume that nuclear matter is
homogeneous and uncharged. In that case, the transi-
tion is known to correspond to a first order liquid-gas
(LG) phase transition which can be tracked by the ther-
modynamical spinodal, defined as the density locus at
which homogeneous matter becomes unstable with re-
spect to density fluctuations. In reality, the situation
is more complicated since the NS crust is composed of
clusterized matter where, in addition, both surface and
Coulomb energy contribute to the equilibrium energy, as
discussed in section II. The additional inclusion of finite-
size density fluctuations will define the so called dynami-
cal spinodal and give a better estimation of the transition
density and pressure, which define the crust-core (CC)
transition point [26].
Different models, both relativistic [4, 13, 16, 18, 23, 25]
and non-relativistic [11, 14, 19, 30, 33], give different pre-
dictions for the transition point. These differences come
from many sources (different approaches, different equa-
tions of state (EoS), parameter space etc), and it is not
easy to make a direct comparison among them and sort
out the dependence on the nuclear properties, that could
be better constrained by dedicated nuclear experiments.
In this work we will quantify the uncertainties on the
spinodal instability by using a meta-modeling (MM) ap-
proach developed in Ref. [21] and introduced in section
II, which was already successfully applied to describe NSs
[22] and finite nuclei [7]. Using this technique, a great
number of EoS models can be generated without impos-
ing a-priori correlations among the empirical parameters,
which will enable us to extract the parameters that have
the strongest influence the transition point. This set of
models will be filtered through constraints coming both
from ab-initio modelling and empirical information from
the nuclear masses. The posterior model set, reduced by
the application of these filters, thus represents our model-
independent present knowledge of the nuclear EoS, and
will be used to extract the physical correlations and un-
certainty estimations.
The paper is organized as follows: In the first part
of section II, the meta-modeling framework, developed
in Ref. [21] to describe nuclear matter and used in this
work, is briefly summarized. The second part of the same
section discusses the spinodal calculation, necessary to
2obtain the crust-core phase transition point. Section III
elaborates on the importance of a correct spinodal repro-
duction of reference models within the MM approach and
the possible sources of deviation. The sensitivity study
of the LG (CC) transition point with the empirical EoS
parameters is summarized in section IV. The Bayesian
analysis of the large set of MMs and their parameters
is presented in section V, where the importance of the
higher-order (HO) parameters in the MM approach is
emphasized in the search of the phase transition point to
the NS crust. The final section VI lists the conclusions
of the study.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR
DESCRIBING NUCLEAR MATTER
A. Meta-modeling (MM) approach to the EoS
The meta-modeling approach developed in Ref. [21] is
a theoretical framework inspired by a Taylor expansion
around the saturation density nsat of symmetric nuclear
matter, parameterized in terms of the empirical param-
eters. In this section, we briefly recall the main features
of the nuclear EoS meta-modeling method used in this
work, for more details see Ref. [21].
Nuclear matter, composed of protons and neutrons, is
characterized by the isoscalar (IS) n0 = nn + np and
isovector (IV) n1 = nn− np densities where neutron and
proton densities, nn and np, are expressed in terms of
the Fermi momentum kFn,p as nn,p = k
3
Fn,p
/(3π2). By
introducing the asymmetry parameter δ = n1/n0, the
energy per particle of asymmetric matter (ANM) can be
separated into the IS and IV channels [10, 12], as
e(n0, n1) = eIS(n0) + δ
2eIV (n0), (1)
where both can be expanded as series in parameter x =
(n0 − nsat)/3nsat [28]
eIS =Esat +
1
2
Ksatx
2 +
1
3!
Qsatx
3 +
1
4!
Zsatx
4 + ..., (2)
eIV =Esym + Lsymx+
1
2
Ksymx
2
+
1
3!
Qsymx
3 +
1
4!
Zsymx
4 + ... (3)
The coefficients of the expansion define the nuclear em-
pirical parameters which are ordered according to their
power in the density expansion and characterize the gen-
eral properties of relativistic and non-relativistic nuclear
interactions. In the IS channel, the parameters are the
saturation energy Esat, the incompressibility modulus
Ksat, the isoscalar skewness Qsat, and the isoscalar kur-
tosis Zsat; the IV channel defines the symmetry energy
Esym, the slope Lsym, the isovector incompressibility
Ksym, the isovector skewness Qsym, and the isovector
kurtosis Zsym.
The formalism used in this work is the ELFc meta-
modeling introduced in Ref. [21]. The idea is to sort out
the known non-interacting part from the total functional
e(n0, n1):
e(n0, n1) = eFG(n0, n1) + eint(n0, n1), (4)
with
eFG(n0, n1) =
tFGsat
2
( n0
nsat
)2/3
[ m
m∗n
(1 + δ)5/3 +
m
m∗p
(1− δ)5/3
]
, (5)
describing the free non-relativistic Fermi gas (FG). In
this expression, tFGsat = (3~
2/10m)(3π2/2)2/3n
2/3
sat is the
kinetic energy per nucleon of non-interacting symmet-
ric matter (SM) at saturation, and m (m∗q(n0, n1)) for
(q = n, p) is the bare (effective) nucleon mass. Since the
functional form of the interaction eint and of the effec-
tive masses m∗q is largely unknown, a Taylor expansion
up to orderN with a low density correction is introduced,
according to:
eNint(n0, n1) =
N∑
α≥0
1
α!
(νISα + ν
IV
α δ
2)xαuNELFc,α(x), (6)
where the low-density correction function uNα (n0, n1) =
1− (−3x)N+1−α exp(−bn0/nsat) is defined in such a way
that the limit eNint → 0 is satisfied for n0 → 0. The low
density correction parameter b is fixed by requiring that
the exponential part of the correction function at a given
low density value n0 = nm satisfies the condition:
exp(−b
nm
nsat
) =
1
2
, (7)
and is fixed by the choice of density nm, where the Taylor
expansion is supposed to break down. This choice will
be discussed in subsection III B.
The momentum dependence of the nuclear interac-
tion introduces the concept of effective mass m∗, a
modified internal mass of the nucleon due to the in-
medium nuclear interactions. The Landau effective mass
is parametrized by the introduction of two additional em-
pirical parameters, κsat and κsym,
κsat =
m
m∗(nsat, δ = 0)
(8)
κsym =
1
2
[ m
m∗n(nsat, δ = 1)
−
m
m∗p(nsat, δ = 1)
]
, (9)
in the following manner:
m
m∗q
= 1 + (κsat + τ3κsymδ)
n0
nsat
. (10)
A one-to-one correspondence can be obtained between
the parameters of the ELFc MM νisα and ν
iv
α , κsat, κsym
3and the empirical parameters defined in eq. (2). In the
isoscalar sector we have:
νISα=0 = Esat − t
FG
sat (1 + κsat), (11)
νISα=1 = −t
FG
sat (2 + 5κsat), (12)
νISα=2 = Ksat − 2t
FG
sat (−1 + 5κsat), (13)
νISα=3 = Qsat − 2t
FG
sat (4− 5κsat), (14)
νISα=4 = Zsat − 8t
FG
sat (−7 + 5κsat), (15)
while the isovector parameters are:
νIVα=0 = Esym −
5
9
tFGsat [1 + (κsat + 3κsym)], (16)
νIVα=1 = Lsym −
5
9
tFGsat [2 + 5(κsat + 3κsym)], (17)
νIVα=2 = Ksym −
10
9
tFGsat [−1 + 5(κsat + 3κsym)], (18)
νIVα=3 = Qsym −
10
9
tFGsat [4 + 5(κsat + 3κsym)], (19)
νIVα=4 = Zsym −
40
9
tFGsat [−7 + 5(κsat + 3κsym)]. (20)
In the previous implementations of MM the high den-
sity EOS was explored through the application of MM to
NSs [22], and the region around saturation when describ-
ing finite nuclei [7]. In this study, we will concentrate on
the sub-saturation density region where we expect the
crust-core (CC) phase transition in NS outer layer to oc-
cur. For this new application, we have to make sure that
the MM method is still sufficiently flexible to successfully
reproduce different existing models not only concerning
the EoS, but also the spinodals, which are given as the
second order derivatives of the energy density. This point
will be discussed in Section III B.
B. Thermodynamical and dynamical spinodal
The CC phase transition can be seen as a transition
from homogeneous matter (the core) to clusterized one
(the crust). Therefore, for a fixed temperature, a region
of instability occurs in which homogeneous matter is un-
stable towards density fluctuations of finite linear size,
fluctuations that are spontanously amplified to trigger
the phase transition. This so-called spinodal region is
determined by the fluctuation free-energy curvature, i.e.
by the unstable points for which the variation of the free-
energy surface following a fluctuation is convex in at least
one direction in the density space. Variation of free en-
ergy can be written in a matrix form in three-dimensional
space of density fluctuations ∆˜ = (δnn, δnp, δne) as
δf = ∆˜∗Cf ∆˜, where f is the free energy density and
Cf is the free energy curvature matrix (see [9] for de-
tails). With the use of µi = (∂f/∂nj)|T,ni6=j , where µ is
chemical potential, the curvature matrix is given by
Cf =

∂µn/∂ρn ∂µn/∂ρp 0∂µp/∂ρn ∂µp/∂ρp 0
0 0 ∂µe/∂ρe

+ 2k2

Cfin +Dfin Cfin −Dfin 0Cfin −Dfin Cfin +Dfin 0
0 0 0

+ 4π2e2
k2

0 0 00 1 −1
0 −1 1

 . (21)
The first term of eq. (21) represents the free energy
curvature of a homogeneous system of neutrons, protons
and electrons with respect to macroscopic (infinite size)
fluctuations. Matter must be neutral at a macroscopic
scale to avoid a divergence in the Coulomb energy, which
sets the electron density equal to the proton density, ne =
np. This term alone determines the instability point of
neutral nuclear matter with respect to the nuclear liquid-
gas (LG) phase transition, that is, the thermodynamical
spinodal of the system.
It is however known that the LG point is only a qual-
itative estimation and that a better description can be
achieved by additionally considering the instability of
stellar matter against the finite-size density fluctuations,
that is, against the clusterization of matter. This effect is
taken into account by the additional, k-dependent terms
in eq. (21), where a decomposition in plane waves is
done, and k is the wave number representing the size of
the density fluctuations, k = 2π/λ.
In the second term of eq. (21), proportional to k2, the
coefficients Cfin and Dfin are the isoscalar and isovec-
tor surface parameters, respectively. These parameters
naturally appear as the lowest order parameters in a gra-
dient expansion of the energy density functional around
the expression for homogeneous matter eq.(1):
ǫ[n0, n1] =e(n0, n1)n0
+ Cfin (∇n0)
2 +Dfin (∇n1)
2 . (22)
For Skyrme interactions, the surface parameters are
defined straightforwardly in terms of the non-local
Skyrme force parameters t1, t2, x1 and x2
Cfin +Dfin =
3
16
[t1(1 − x1)− t2(1 + x2)], (23)
Cfin −Dfin =
1
16
[3t1(2 + x1)− t2(2 + x2)] (24)
as given in, for example, Ref. [6].
In case of meta-modeling, Cfin and Dfin are added as
two extra parameters to our empirical EoS parameter set.
They are constrained from experimental nuclear masses,
as will be explained in Section IV.
4The final term in eq. (21), proportional to 1/k2, comes
from the Coulomb interaction induced by the plane-wave
charge distribution. In the limit k → 0 the thermody-
namic fluctuations are recovered.
Stable matter correponds to a positive curvature in
each point of the nn − np space. This is equivalent to
requiring that the eigenvalues of the curvature matrix,
λ± are positive. It turns out that λ+ is always positive,
reflecting the fact that the order parameter of the transi-
tion is a scalar, while λ− → 0 at the spinodal boundary
and becomes negative inside the instability region. Find-
ing the spinodal curve is thus equivalent to finding the
λ− = 0 solutions for the full nn − np space. In case of
dynamical spinodal, as it is shown in Ref. [9], there is a
range of k values with λ− < 0 with lower boundary hav-
ing k ∼ 20 MeV and the upper boundary being k ∼ 200
MeV (depending on the EoS model). By the additional
variation of the wave number k between these values for
each point of the nn − np space the k-envelope is found,
which defines the dynamical spinodal, that is the density
region where matter is unstable with respect to density
fluctuations of at least one given k.
The crossing between the dynamical (thermodynami-
cal) spinodal and the β-equilibrated EOS defines the CC
(LG) phase transition point that we are looking for.
III. THE SPINODAL CALCULATION WITHIN
THE MM APPROACH
A. The role of N > 2 order parameters in the
sub-saturation density region
As we go further from the saturation density, the
higher orders in the Taylor expansion of the energy per
particle around the saturation density become more rel-
evant. For the finite nuclei study of Ref. [7], the expan-
sion up to N = 2 was sufficient for a good reproduction
of experimental observables, while for the study of NSs
[22] the expansion up to order N = 4 was shown to be
necessary.
The effect of taking higher orders into account in the
sub-saturation density region can be explored through
the study of spinodals, the instability region at low den-
sity that defines the crust-core phase transition point in
the NS outer layer. As an example, the spinodal calcula-
tion of Sly5 Skyrme interaction model is given in Figure
1. The shape of original thermodynamical Sly5 spinodal,
calculated via the Skyrme functional and marked with
SKR, is compared to the MM calculations using the same
empirical parameters as in Sly5, for the N = 2 andN = 4
cases. From Figure 1 it is clear that the higher order pa-
rameters (up to N = 4) play a non negligible role in this
density region and will therefore be taken into account.
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FIG. 1. (Main plot) The thermodynamical spinodal for the
Skyrme Sly5 model. SKR stands for the original Sly5 model
spinodal while MM marks the spinodals calculated in the MM
framework, for N = 2 and N = 4 cases. (Inserted plot) En-
larged neutron rich part of the spinodal where the CC tran-
sition point is to be found.
B. Low density correction parameter b
In previous studies using the meta-modeling method
[7, 21, 22] the low density correction was defined fixing
the b parameter entering equation (7) as b = nsatnm ln(2),
a quick vanishing of the correction being secured by nm
being small but finite. We recall that the physical mean-
ing of nm is the minimum density at which the Taylor
expansion around saturation is considered to be valid.
Since the correction term plays a role only at low densi-
ties, a constant choice for b or equivalently nm will not
influence the result when MM is applied to finite nuclei
[7] or NSs [22] as long as the value of nm is kept well
below the saturation density. Nonetheless, the question
is if this is true when we explore the sub-saturation re-
gion, in search for the crust-core phase transition point
expected in the density range 0.05 fm−3 < nn < 0.09
fm−3 [11], and with np an order of magnitude lower. It
is therefore worthwhile to test the effect that a variation
of the b parameter will have on the spinodal shape for
very asymmetric nuclear matter, where we expect to find
the CCPT point. Several different values of b parame-
ter are given in the Table I, as well as the corresponding
density nm at which the low density correction is fixed.
The densities above nm > 0.6 nsat are not worthwhile
to look at since we want to fix the low density correc-
tion well below saturation. The physically reasonable
nm span the b value over the range 1 < b < 10. We
can explore the effect that the change of the b param-
eter value has on the spinodal shape, while keeping in
mind that the low density correction should be fixed at
the density below the expected CC transition point den-
sity. This essentially means that the values of b ≤ 2 can
be excluded, since these values correspond to the densi-
5TABLE I. Change of the b parameter with nm, the density
at which the low density correction is fixed (see text).
nm nm[fm
−3] b
0.075 nsat ∼ 0.012 ∼ 9.24
0.1 nsat ∼ 0.016 ∼ 6.93
0.2 nsat ∼ 0.032 ∼ 3.46
0.3 nsat ∼ 0.048 ∼ 2.31
0.4 nsat ∼ 0.064 ∼ 1.73
0.5 nsat ∼ 0.08 ∼ 1.38
0.6 nsat ∼ 0.096 ∼ 1.15
ties n > 0.05 fm−3. The calculation of thermodynami-
cal spinodal shapes is done within the MM approach for
four different models (Sly5 [6], RATP [29], SGII [32] and
LNS5 [5]) and the result are compared with the exact
spinodal, as given in Fig.2. The exact spinodal of the
different models is marked with SKR while the spinodals
calculated in the MM approach are marked with different
b values. The black line represents the stellar EOS whose
crossing with spinodal gives the CC transition point den-
sity nt = nn,t + np,t.
The best reproduction of the original models seems to
be obtained for the b value b ∼ 2.31 in all four cases.
While the variation of b changes the spinodal shape by
different rate for the four chosen interactions, the max-
imal change is of the order of nt ± 0.001 fm
−3 for all
studied cases, which is one order of magnitude below the
expected uncertainty on the CC point. Therefore, we
can conclude that the variation of the b parameter will
certainly not give the dominant effect. It is important
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FIG. 2. The influence of the low density correction parameter
b on the spinodal shape (for N = 4) within the MM method
for four different models (Sly5 [6], RATP [29], SGII [32] and
LNS5 [5]), compared to the original spinodal marked with
SKR. See text for further details.
to point out that this is the consequence of including the
higher order parameters (N = 3, 4) in the meta-model
framework. When the expansion parameters in eq. (2)
are taken only up to N = 2, the change of the b parame-
ter in the low density region would cause more significant
change of the CC density, of order nt± 0.01 fm
−3. This
is a first indication that higher order parameters, beyond
the usually studied slope of the symmetry energy Lsym,
must be considered.
IV. SENSITIVITY STUDY OF
THERMODYNAMICAL AND DYNAMICAL
SPINODALS
The parameters of the MM approach are summarized
as:
• empirical EOS parameters {Pα} ≡ {nsat, Esat,
Ksat, Qsat Zsat, Esym, Lsym, Ksym, Qsym, Zsym};
• κsat and κsym that parametrize the isoscalar Lan-
dau effective massm∗ as well as the proton-neutron
mass splitting ∆m∗;
• low density correction parameter b;
• for the case of dynamical spinodal, the isoscalar
and isovector surface parameters Cfin and Dfin .
The question is how sensitive are the density and pres-
sure of the phase transition point to the change of each
of these parameters. To get an insight on this issue, two
different reference parameter sets were used for the pa-
rameter sensitivity study of the LG and CC point, listed
in table II. The empirical EOS parameters {Pα} and the
parameters m∗ and ∆m∗ belonging to Set 1 in table II
are obtained by averaging the single parameter value and
its associated uncertainties over a total of 50 different
Skyrme, RMF and RHF models, which all were success-
fully compared to experimental nuclear data. The low
order (LO) parameters up to second order (N = 2) are
taken from table IV of reference [21]. The higher order
(HO) parameters (N = 3, 4) are taken from table VI of
the same reference where HO parameters are better con-
strained in the MM approach by fixing the EOS at an
additional reference point in density, n0 = 4nsat, besides
the saturation density.
A second choice for a reference parameter set (Set 2 in
table II) is taken from table VII of [21] and it contains LO
parameters (up to N = 2) extracted from experimental
analysis, while the Qsat,sym and Zsat,sym are estimated
from table VI, as for Set 1.
The average value for the b parameter is taken to be
b = 2.31, the value that reproduces the four chosen model
spinodals best. To study its sensitivity, this parameter is
varied between the values of 2 < b < 10, which matches
the fact that the low density correction is fixed at a den-
sity between 0.01fm−3 < n0 < 0.05fm
−3.
6TABLE II. The sets of empirical parameters and its associated uncertainties for the two EOS model reference points taken
from reference [21]. The additional parameters b, Cfin and Dfin are chosen or calculated (see text for details).
Parameter nsat Esat Ksat Qsat Zsat Esym Lsym Ksym Qsym Zsym
m∗
m
∆m∗
m
b Cfin Dfin
set [ 1
fm3
] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV
fm5
] [MeV
fm5
]
Set 1 0.1543 −16.03 251 287 −1765 33.30 76.6 −3 −124 −437 0.72 0.01 2.31 52 −30
σ1 0.0054 0.20 29 352 782 2.65 29.2 132 317 594 0.09 0.2 2 and 10 52 30
Set 2 0.155 −15.8 230 300 −500 32 60 −100 0 −500 0.75 0.1 2.31 46 −70
σ2 0.005 0.3 20 400 1000 2 15 100 400 1000 0.1 0.1 2 and 10 46 70
The additional Cfin and Dfin parameters governing
the surface properties of the energy functional are opti-
mized for each EoS parameter set on experimental nu-
clear masses taken from the AME2012 mass table [27].
Given a set of empirical parameters, the binding en-
ergies of several symmetric spherical nuclei (40Ca, 48Ca,
48Ni, 58Ni, 88Sr, 90Zr, 114Sn, 132Sn, 208Pb) are calcu-
lated in the extended Thomas Fermi (ETF) approxima-
tion using the parametrized density profiles of Ref. [1].
Cfin and Dfin are obtained from the following chi-square
minimization:
χ2 =
N∑
i=1
(Ei,th − Ei,exp)
2/E2i,exp. (25)
The optimal values, C
(opt)
fin and D
(opt)
fin , for Set 1 and Set
2 that give minimal χ2 are given in table II, with the
Cfin value being close to the previously found result for
a study of finite nuclei [7].
To study the sensitivity of the CC point to the finite
size parameters, a physical interval has to be specified re-
flecting the uncertainty around the optimized value. An
estimation for this interval can be obtained if we consider
that the dynamical spinodal (corresponding to finite val-
ues for Cfin,Dfin) is always enveloped by the thermo-
dynamical one (corresponding to Cfin=Dfin = 0) . Im-
posing this condition gives the approximate ranges of the
parameters 0 . Cfin . 100 and 0 . Dfin . −150, as
given in table II.
At this point, once we have the full sets of parameters
({Pα},m
∗,∆m∗, b, Cfin, Dfin) according to set 1 and set
2, we find the thermodynamical (dynamical) spinodal of
the system and, by finding the crossing between the spin-
odal and the β-equilibrated EOS, obtain the LG (CC)
transition point density nt and pressure Pt. Further, by
changing each of the parameter values individually by as-
sociated uncertainty ±σ we get an idea of the transition
point sensitivity to each of the parameters individually.
This sensitivity study is enveloped in Figure 3 for the
thermodynamical spinodal and in Figure 4 for the dy-
namical one. For both figures, the top panels give the
sensitivity of the density nt while the bottom ones repre-
sent the sensitivity of pressure Pt. The two dashed lines
represent the transition value (in density or pressure) for
the given sets from table II, Set 1 being marked by circles
and Set 2 by squares. Set 2, representing the parameter
values constrained by experiment, gives slightly higher
values for both transition density and pressure. There
are three points depicted for each parameter of the two
sets: the average value, which sits on the dashed line,
and the two average ±σ values in addition.
In both cases, from the range of values for each of the
parameters, we observe that the parameters Lsym and
Ksym have the highest influence on LG and CC points
both in transition density and pressure. If the influence
of Lsym was already reported in previous studies [11], the
effect of Ksym is less known. The reader should keep in
mind that the very wide bands, as e.g. for Lsym param-
eter for Set 1, are given by the average and uncertainty
of Lsym over 50 different models which therefore results
in very wide range of values, 47.4 < Lsym < 105.8. In
contrast to that, the values from Set 2, extracted from
dedicated experimental studies, are more restrictive, be-
ing Lsym = 60±15. The same goes for all the parameters.
It is also interesting to observe the very high sensitiv-
ity of the CC point to the low density parameter b. Even
if the range for this parameter has been fixed in a largely
arbitrary way and the functional form for the low density
correction is also largely arbitrary, the observed sensitiv-
ity reflects the fact that the transition point depends on
the properties of the functional in the very low density
region, where the Taylor expansion breaks down because
higher order correlation beyond the mean field might af-
fect the the functional form beyond the derivatives at the
saturation point.
The transition points obtained for the two cases are
given in table III. As expected, when finite-size density
fluctuations are included, the transition point is found at
somewhat lower density and pressure.
TABLE III. The phase transition density and pressure of
different reference models (Set 1 and Set 2) for the LGPT
and CCPT cases.
nt Pt
LGPT CCPT LGPT CCPT
Set 1 0.0637 0.0570 0.2472 0.1867
Set 2 0.0672 0.0587 0.3309 0.2442
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FIG. 3. Sensitivity parameter study of the LG phase transi-
tion (LGPT) point for two reference points with parameters
sets Set 1 and Set 2 (table (II)) taken from Ref. [21]. The
plots represent the sensitivity of transition density nt (Top)
and pressure Pt (Bottom) on the change of parameter values
for av ± σ.
V. BAYESIAN ANALYSIS OF THE
DYNAMICAL SPINODAL CCPT POINT
In the next step, we restrict ourselves to the dynam-
ical spinodal which represents more accurately the real
transition point, and fully explore the parameter space
of the meta-modeling, up to fourth order in Taylor ex-
pansion (N = 4), within a Bayesian analysis. The prior
is defined as a flat distribution of each of the parame-
ters ( ~X) = ({Pα},m
∗,∆m∗, b), with a parameter values
interval given in table IV.
The posterior distribution is obtained by applying two
different physical filters to the prior distribution,
ppost( ~X) = N w( ~X) e
−χ2( ~X)/2 pprior( ~X). (26)
In this expression, both strict (w term) and likelihood
(exponential term) filters are applied, and N is a nor-
malization. χ2( ~X) represents the χ2 corresponding to the
optimal fit of nuclear masses which is done to determine
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for the CC phase transition
(CCPT) point. Two additional parameters that come into
play, Cfin and Dfin, describe the surface properties of the
functionals.
the surface tension parameters Cfin and Dfin for each
~X parameter set (see section IV). w is a sharp δ-function
filter that outputs 1 if the constraint is respected, and 0
otherwise. The constraint consists in requiring that each
model lays within the uncertainty band of the N3LO ef-
fective field theory calculation of energy and pressure for
SM and pure neutron matter (PNM) of Ref. [8] in the
density interval 0.05fm−3 < n < 0.2fm−3.
In this global bayesian determination of the uncer-
tainty intervals for the a-priori independent model pa-
rameters, the determination procedure of Cfin( ~X) and
Dfin( ~X) by χ
2 minimization can be only justified if the
χ2 minimum is sufficiently shallow to consider that any
other value for Cfin, Dfin would be filtered out once the
likelihood constraint on nuclear masses is applied.
To explore this issue, we consider the distribution of χ2
value around minimum for two representative reference
models, shown in Figure 5. The behavior is qualitatively
similar for all meta-modeling parameter sets.
We can see that the Dfin minimum is very flat, reflect-
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FIG. 5. The χ2 minimum for Cfin and Dfin parameters for
the two reference point models.
ing the fact that stable nuclei very poorly constrain the
isovector gradient terms. For that reason, we enlarge our
prior distribution by associating to each parameter set
( ~X) two extra possible combinations of the surface pa-
rameters, which span the uncertainty of the χ2 minimum.
Specifically, we impose a condition on χ2 that the ratio of
maximal and minimal probabilities is Pmin/Pmax = 1/2
where Pmax,min ∝ exp
−χ2min,max/2. The condition is then
χ2max = 2ln(2) + χ
2
min, (27)
given by the dashed line in the Figure 5. The crossings
between the χ2max and the Cfin and Dfin lines gives the
minimum and maximum values which can be adopted
for the surface parameters. This procedure gives a more
realistic estimation of the uncertainty associated to the
surface parameters, with respect to the rough and ex-
treme condition of Section IV that the dynamical spin-
odal must be embedded into the thermodynamical one.
Still, this χ2 criterium implies that Cfin and Dfin are
independent, which is certainly not the case. The large
range inDfin±σ can be further reduced by looking which
Dfin values actually represent physical solutions. We
have found that the very negative values of Dfin are not
physical by imposing the condition that the combined
effect of surface and Coulomb terms in eq. (21) should
quench the thermodynamical instability (i.e. k → 0),
and not amplify it. This condition can be expressed as
lim
k→0
e2(Ck) = 0
+ (28)
where e2(Ck) is the lowest eigenvalue of the reduced ma-
trix
Ck = k
2Csurf +
α
k2
CCoul. (29)
Since the electrons play negligible role in the finite size
spinodal [9], we can impose this condition to the nuclear
matter without electrons, that is
Ck =
(
(Cfin +Dfin)k
2 (Cfin −Dfin)k
2 0
(Cfin −Dfin)k
2 (Cfin +Dfin)k
2 α
k2 .
)
(30)
The eigenvalues e of this matrix are
2e = Tr (Ck)±
√
Tr2 (Ck)− 4 det (Ck) (31)
which, after applying the condition (28), restricts the
minimal value of Dfin parameter to the value
D
(min)
fin = −C
(opt)
fin . (32)
Summarizing the discussion, each parameter set ( ~X) =
({Pα},m
∗,∆m∗, b) of our prior distribution will be asso-
ciated to three different parameter sets, namely
• ~X,Cfin = C
(opt)
fin , Dfin = D1 = −C
(opt)
fin ,
• ~X,Cfin = C
(opt)
fin , Dfin = D3 = D
opt
fin + σ,
• ~X,Cfin = C
(opt)
fin , Dfin = D2 = (D1 +D2)/2.
The so-defined prior set has been run through the filter
given by the low density ab-initio calculation (LD) and
the mass reproduction filter eq.(26). Our posterior set is
constituted of 5412 models. It is interesting to remark
that the low density filter [8] is much more constrain-
ing than the mass filter. Applying this latter after the
LD filter does not give any significant changes in the pa-
rameter expectation values and variances. Still the mass
filter allows determining reliable values of the two gradi-
ent couplings, Cfin and Dfin which enter in the spinodal
determination.
Figure 6 presents the variance reduction after the LD
and mass filter in each of the parameters, as given in
table IV. It is represented as the ratio of the posterior
and prior variances for each of the model parameters.
In this representation, the parameters with small value
of the ratio are significantly constrained through the LD
filtering method compared to the prior range. As seen in
Figure 6, the filtering procedure is very constraining for
all parameters except the fourth order derivatives (Zsat
and Zsym), which in any case are not strongly influen-
tial in the determination of the CC point (see Section
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FIG. 6. The representation of the parameter restrictions im-
posed by LD and mass filter and compared to the initially
defined prior.
9TABLE IV. The prior and posterior average values and variances.
nsat Esat Ksat Qsat Zsat Esym Lsym Ksym Qsym Zsym
m∗
m
∆m∗
m
b Cfin Dfin
[ 1
fm3
] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV ] [MeV
fm5
] [MeV
fm5
]
Prior Av 0.16 −16 230 0 0 32 45 −100 0 0 0.7 0.1 5.5
σ 0.01 1 40 1000 3000 6 35 300 2000 5000 0.1 0.1 4.5
LD Av 0.164 −15.29 234 −31 −146 30.7 43.7 −202 −253 −114 0.70 0.10 5.2 30 115
+ mass filter σ 0.005 0.25 23 362 1728 0.8 3.7 42 673 2868 0.06 0.06 2.6 9 143
IV). The reduced impact on quantities like Ksat, nsat
and m∗ can be understood from the fact that our prior
distribution from table IV takes into account the actual
present knowledge of the different parameters from nu-
clear physics experiments. The quantities Ksat, nsat and
m∗ are already very well constrained, meaning that their
prior dispersion is already very small, which explains the
reduced effect of the filter.
Finally, the question we want to address is how much
the CC point is correlated to the model parameters. The
values of correlation indexes rij , where i = nt, Pt and
j = {Pα}, m
∗/m, ∆m∗/m, b, Cfin, Dfin, are given in
Figure 7. The well determined LO parameters have, as
usually found, very little influence on the CC point. How-
ever, along with the expected strong correlation with the
Lsym parameter, the nt and Pt show also a significant
correlation with the isovector curvature Ksym as well as
with the N = 3 order parameters, especially with Qsym.
This is in good qualitative agreement with the findings
of the sensitivity analysis in Section IV. We can also see
that the important role on the transition point played
by the behavior at very low density, as expressed by the
influence of the b parameter in Section IV, is strongly re-
duced in the correlation matrix. This can be understood
from the important constraint at very low density given
by the EFT calculations (LD filter).
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FIG. 7. The correlation indices values rij between the model
parameters (i) and the CC transition point density nt and
pressure Pt (j).
VI. CONCLUSION
The influence of the uncertainties in the EOS parame-
ters on the crust-core phase transition (CCPT) point was
explored within a meta-modeling (MM) approach. We
have shown that at such low densities, the MM approach
has to go beyond the second order expansion of energy
per particle and take the higher orders into account in
order to accurately reproduce the spinodal shapes of ref-
erence models. This underlines the important influence
of high order empirical parameters beyond the symme-
try energy at saturation Esym and its slope Lsym, on
the properties of the transition. This is evident from the
obtained high correlation index between the CC density
and pressure values and the N = 2, 3 isovector empirical
EOS parameters, as in Figure 7.
A quantitative estimation of the model dependence
on the transition point was obtained through a com-
plete Bayesian analysis of the EoS parameters, where
the multi-dimensional EoS parameter space has been con-
strained to reproduce the low density N3LO effective field
theory predictions of Ref. [8], and the gradient couplings
have been constrained to reproduce experimental nuclear
masses.
Our final predictions for the CC transition density and
pressure are nt = (0.071±0.011) fm
−3 and Pt = (0.294±
0.102) MeV fm−3, respectively.
It might be disappointing to remark that the obtained
uncertainty on the transition point is not much different
from the present dispersion coming from compilations
of phenomenological relativistic and non-relativistic
models (see for instance [11]), in spite of the fact that
all used MMs satisfy the ab-initio constraints, which
are very restrictive at low density. The reason for this
is possibly the fact that the reduced interval of Lsym
implied by the ab-initio filter with respect to the range
of popular models, is compensated by wider uncertainty
in the isovector high order and surface parameters.
Improved predictions thus will require further exper-
imental constraints for very low density asymmetric
matter, such as for e.g. measurement of neutron skins [3].
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